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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] Embodiments of the present invention generally
relate to methods and apparatus for centrifugal separa-
tion.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] After a wellbore through a hydrocarbon-bearing
formation, i.e., crude oil and/or natural gas, has been
drilled and completed, a potential test may be performed.
The potential test determines the maximum crude oil
and/or natural gas that may be produced from the well-
bore in a short period of time, such as twenty-four hours.
The potential test may also be run periodically during the
production life of the wellbore. The production stream
from the wellbore may include natural gas, free water,
and crude oil (which may include water emulsified there-
in). The conventional approach to potential testing a well-
bore is to use a separator to separate the multi-phase
production stream into distinctive liquid and gas or crude
oil, free water, and gas phases. Separate flow meters
may then measure the respective flow rates of the sep-
arated phases. A single test unit including the separator
and flow meters may be used to test a group of wellbores.
Each individual wellbore is tested and then the test unit
is moved to the next wellbore and so on. These separa-
tors are relatively large in physical size and expensive to
construct. Therefore, there is a need in the art for a more
economical and compact separator for production test-
ing. US 5,570,744 describes hydrocarbon fluid produc-
tion wells and similar process flowstreams having a spiral
baffle-type separator interposed in a surface flowline for
separating fluids of different densities, such as gas from
oil or gas from oil and from water. Particulate solids may
also be separated from the fluid flowstream. The sepa-
rator includes a spiral baffle of single or multiple diame-
ters interposed in an elongated cylindrical casing con-
nected at its opposite ends to suitable fittings whereby
the separator may be connected to conventional fluid
flowlines on the surface just downstream of a wellhead
or otherwise in a process flowstream. Multiple spiral baf-
fle separators may be connected in series to provide mul-
tiple stages for separation of fluids of different densities.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Embodiments of the present invention generally
relate to methods and apparatus for centrifugal separa-
tion. In one embodiment, a separator includes an outer
tubular having ends sealed from the environment and an
inner tubular. The inner tubular is disposed within the
outer tubular, has ends in fluid communication with a bore
of the outer tubular, and is attached to the outer tubular.

The separator further includes an inlet. The inlet is dis-
posed through a wall of the outer tubular, in fluid com-
munication with a bore of the inner tubular, and tangen-
tially attached to the inner tubular so that fluid flow from
the inlet to the inner tubular is centrifugally accelerated.
The separator further includes a gas outlet in fluid com-
munication with the outer tubular bore; and a liquid outlet
in fluid communication with the outer tubular bore.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] So that the manner in which the above recited
features of the present invention can be understood in
detail, a more particular description of the invention, brief-
ly summarized above, may be had by reference to em-
bodiments, some of which are illustrated in the appended
drawings. It is to be noted, however, that the appended
drawings illustrate only typical embodiments of this in-
vention and are therefore not to be considered limiting
of its scope, for the invention may admit to other equally
effective embodiments.
[0005] Figure 1 is a cross-section of a centrifugal sep-
arator, according to one embodiment of the present in-
vention. Figure 1A is a cross-section taken along the line
1A-1A of Figure 1.
[0006] Figure 2 is a side view of a centrifugal separator,
according to another embodiment of the present inven-
tion. Figure 2A is a plan view of the separator of Figure
2. Figure 2B is a cross section of a portion of an inner
tubular, according to another embodiment of the present
invention.
[0007] Figure 3 is a process flow diagram of a well test-
er, according to another embodiment of the present in-
vention.
[0008] Figure 4A is a flow diagram of a drilling system,
according to another embodiment of the present inven-
tion. Figure 4B is a cross-section of a wellbore being
drilled using the drilling system.
[0009] Figure 5A illustrates a drilling system, according
to another embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 5B
is a flow diagram illustrating operation of a surface mon-
itoring and control unit (SMCU) of the drilling system.
[0010] Figure 6 is a process flow diagram of a produc-
tion process system, according to another embodiment
of the present invention.
[0011] Figure 7 is a side view of a centrifugal separator,
according to another embodiment of the present inven-
tion. Figure 7A is a plan view of the separator.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0012] Figure 1 is a cross-section of a centrifugal sep-
arator 1, according to one embodiment of the present
invention. Figure 1A is a cross-section taken along the
line 1A-1A of Figure 1. The separator 1 may include an
inlet 5, a gas outlet 10g, a liquid outlet 101, an outer
tubular 15o, an inner tubular 15i, a support 20, and lon-
gitudinal caps 30, 35a, b. The separator 1 may be made
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from a metal or alloy, such as low carbon steel, stainless
steel, or specialty corrosion resistant alloys depending
on fluid service. The outer tubular 15o may have a central
longitudinal bore formed therethrough. The tubulars 15i,
o may lie in a vertical orientation such that longitudinal
axes thereof are parallel to gravity. The outer tubular bore
may be sealed at a first longitudinal end by the cap 35a,
b. The cap 35a, b may include a flange 35a attached to
the outer tubular 15o, such as by welding and a blind
flange 35b fastened to the flange 35a with threaded fas-
teners, such as bolts or studs. The bore may be sealed
at a second longitudinal end by the cap 30. The cap 30
may be hemispherical or hemi-ellipsoidal and attached
to the outer tubular, such as by welding. Either or both
of caps 30, 35a, b may include the flanges or the welded
fitting.
[0013] Production fluid 25 may enter the separator 1
from an external source connected to the inlet 5. The
inlet 5 may be horizontal, inclined relative to a horizontal
axis by an angle 30, or include a horizontal portion and
an inclined portion. The angle 30 may be substantially
less than ninety degrees, such as ten to forty-five de-
grees. The inlet 5 may include a first tubular portion 5a
having a first diameter, a nozzle 5b, a second tubular
portion 5c having a second diameter, and a third portion
5d (see Figure 3) having the second diameter. The first
inlet portion 5a may extend through an opening formed
through a wall of the outer tubular and an annulus 15a
defined between the tubulars 15i, o to the inner tubular
15i. The first inlet portion 5a may be tangentially or ec-
centrically attached to the inner tubular 15i so that the
production fluid 25 is centrifugally accelerated into a bore
of the inner tubular.
[0014] The first inlet portion 5a may include a first
sub-portion attached to a wall of the inner tubular 15i,
such as by welding and a second sub-portion attached
to a wall of the outer tubular 15o, such as by welding.
The first and second sub-portions may be connected,
such as by a flange to facilitate assembly. The nozzle 5b
may be connected to the first inlet portion 5a, such as
with a flange or weld. The second portion 5c may be
connected to the nozzle 5b, such as with a flange or weld.
The second diameter may be greater or substantially
greater than, such as two to four times, the first diameter.
A length of the second portion 5c may be substantial, for
example five to fifteen times the second diameter. The
third portion 5d may be connected to the second portion
5b, may be horizontal, and have a substantial length, for
example five to fifteen times the second diameter.
[0015] The inner tubular 15i may be centrally disposed
within the bore of the outer tubular 15o. The inner tubular
15i may be attached to the outer tubular 15o via the sup-
port 20. The support 20 may include a plurality of ribs
welded to the tubulars 15i, o so that flow in the annulus
15a is not unduly obstructed. Ends of the inner tubular
15i may be exposed to the bore of the outer tubular 15o,
thereby providing fluid communication between the inner
tubular and the outer tubular bore. A diameter of the inner

tubular 15i may range from one-sixth to two-thirds or one-
fourth to two-fifths of a diameter of the outer tubular 15o.
The inner tubular 15i may extend a substantial length of
the outer tubular 15o. such as one-half to nine-tenths the
length of the outer tubular 15o. The diameter of the outer
tubular 15o may range from one-sixth to two-thirds or
one-fourth to two-fifths of the length of the outer tubular
15o. The inner tubular diameter may be equal or sub-
stantially equal to the second diameter.
[0016] The gas outlet 10g may be attached to the outer
tubular 15o near an upper end thereof, such as by weld-
ing, and extend through the wall thereof into an upper
end of the outer tubular bore or the flange 35. Alterna-
tively, the gas outlet 10g may be attached to the blind
flange 35. The gas outlet 10g may include a first portion
attached to the outer tubular 15o and a second portion
extending into the upper end of the outer tubular and
fastened to the first portion, such as with a flange, to
facilitate assembly. The liquid outlet 101 may be attached
to the outer tubular 15o near a lower end thereof, such
as by welding, and extend through the wall thereof into
a lower end of the outer tubular bore or the head 30.
Alternatively, the liquid outlet may be attached to the head
30.
[0017] In operation, the multiphase production stream
25 may enter the inlet portion 5d. Flow through the inlet
portion 5d may precondition the production stream. Flow
continues through the inlet portion 5c may stratify into
liquid 251 and gas 25g phase components as a result of
the declination angle 30 of the inlet 5. The production
stream 25 may then be longitudinally accelerated by en-
tering the nozzle 5b. The production stream 25 may con-
tinue through the inlet portion 5a and may be centrifugally
accelerated upon entering the inner tube 15i. As a result
of the centrifugal acceleration and the downward longi-
tudinal acceleration, the denser liquid portion 251 may
tend to downwardly spiral along a wall of the inner tubular
15i in a ribbon-like flow pattern, whereas a lighter gas
portion 25g may tend to migrate toward the center of the
inner tubular bore and rise upward toward an upper end
of the inner tubular 15i.
[0018] The liquid portion 25l may exit the inner tubular
into a lower portion of the outer tubular 15o. The liquid
portion may decelerate upon entering the lowering por-
tion of the outer tubular 15o. Deceleration of the liquid
portion 251 may allow additional gas 25g retained in the
liquid portion to escape and rise up the annulus 15a,
thereby acting as a second stage of separation and im-
proving performance. The separator 1 may be sized and
controlled to maintain a liquid level in the annulus be-
tween the tubulars 15i, o. The liquid level may be main-
tained between a minimum, such as the lower end of the
inner tubular 15i and a maximum, such as proximately
below a junction of the inlet portion 5c and the inner tu-
bular 15i.
[0019] Maintenance of a liquid level provides a reten-
tion time of the liquid portion 25l to ensure that the liquid
portion 25l and gas portion 25g reach equilibrium at sep-
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arator pressure, thereby improving separator perform-
ance. The lower portion of the outer tubular 15o and the
annulus may be sized (relative to expected flow rate of
liquid) so that a sufficient retention time, such as thirty
seconds to five minutes, may be sustained. The retention
time also provides reaction time for a separator control
system (i.e., Figure 3) to react to dramatic changes in a
liquid volume ratio (LVR) of the production stream 25.
For example, if the production stream includes a gas slug,
the LVR of the production stream may instantaneously
decrease from a substantial LVR to about zero. If an in-
sufficient volume of liquid is retained in the separator,
then gas may exit the liquid outlet 10 before the control
system reacts. Conversely, if the production stream in-
cludes a liquid slug, then liquid may exit the gas outlet
10g.
[0020] Figure 2 is a side view of a centrifugal separator
200, according to another embodiment of the present
invention. Figure 2A is a plan view of the separator 200.
The separator 200 may include an inlet 205, a gas outlet
210g, a liquid outlet 2101, an outer tubular 215o, an inner
tubular 215i, a support 220, one or more liquid film break-
ers 225i, o, longitudinal caps 230, 235, a drain 240, a
mist extractor 245, a vortex breaker 250, and level sensor
taps 255. Even though only the second inlet portion 205
is shown, the inlet 205 may further include the first inlet
portion 5a and the nozzle 5b. The separator 200 may be
similar to the separator 1 in basic form and operation so
only differences are discussed below.
[0021] The vortex breaker 250 may be disposed on a
lower longitudinal end of the inner tubular 215i. The vor-
tex breaker 250 may be an annular member, such as a,
ring having a substantially C-shape cross-section and a
diameter slightly greater than a diameter of the inner tu-
bular 215i. The ring may be attached to the inner tubular
using rods welded to the ring 250 and the inner tubular
215i. The rods may be sized so that a longitudinal gap
is defined between the lower end of the inner tubular and
a facing longitudinal end of the ring, thereby providing a
sufficient flow path through the ring. During operation of
the separator 200, a gas filament may develop in the
center of the inner tubular 215i. If the gas filament extends
downward to the liquid outlet, gas may escape into the
liquid outlet. The vortex breaker may prevent the gas
filament from forming or extension of the gas filament
past the vortex breaker and toward the liquid outlet 210l
by reversing flow of the liquid portion 25l. Alternatively,
the vortex breaker may be a flat ring, thereby turning flow
of the liquid portion by ninety degrees. Alternatively, the
vortex breaker may be a post centrally disposed in the
inner tubular bore at the lower end of the inner tubular.
The post may be attached to the inner tubular using ribs
welded to the post and the inner tubular. The post may
prevent or limit formation of the gas filament without sub-
stantially affecting flow of the liquid portion 25l.
[0022] Each of the liquid film breakers 225i, o may be
disposed at or near an upper longitudinal end of a re-
spective tubular 215i, o. Each of the liquid film breakers

225i, o may include an annular member, such as a ring
extending slightly inward from a respective inner surface
of a respective tubular 215i,o. The rings may be attached
to the respective tubular, such as by welding, or longitu-
dinally coupled to a respective tubular, such as by snap-
ping into a respective groove formed in an inner surface
of a respective tubular. During operation of the separator
200, a liquid film may tend to be drawn up inner surfaces
of the tubes 215i, o. If the liquid film extends upward into
the gas outlet 210g, liquid may escape into the gas outlet.
[0023] The mist extractor 245 (a.k.a. demister) may be
of the vane type or the knitted wire type. The vane type
may include a labyrinth formed with parallel sheets with
liquid collection pockets. The gas portion 25g in passing
between the plates may be agitated and forced to change
direction a number of times. As the gas portion 25g
changes direction, the heavier liquid droplets 25l sus-
pended therein may tend to be expelled to the outside
and caught in the pockets. The vane type may further
include a liquid collection pas incorporating a liquid seal,
thereby allowing for drainage of the liquid 25l from the
mist extractor 245. The knitted wire type may include a
wire knitted into a pad having multiple unaligned, asym-
metrical openings. Void volume may be greater than or
equal to ninety percent The gas portion 25g passing
through the pad may be forced to change direction a
number of times. Liquid droplets 25l suspended in the
gas portion may strike the wire and flow downward into
capillary space provided by adjacent wires. The liquid
may collect and migrate downward. Surface tension may
retain the droplets 25l on a lower face of the pad until
they are large enough for the downward force of gravity
to exceed the upward drag force due to gas velocity and
surface tension.
[0024] Figure 2B is a cross section of a portion of an
inner tubular 215i’, according to another embodiment of
the present invention. One or more radial ports 227 may
be formed through the wall of the inner tubular 215i’ prox-
imately below the film breaker 225i’. The port may im-
prove the performance of the film breaker 225i’ by allow-
ing a portion of the liquid film to discharge therethrough
into the annulus 215a. Alternatively, the film breaker 225i’
may be omitted.
[0025] Figure 3 is a process flow diagram of a well test-
er 100, according to another embodiment of the present
invention. The well tester 100 may be packaged on a skid
155 to provide portability. The well tester 100 may be
used for a potential test, as discussed above. The well
tester 100 may also be used to perform an extended pro-
duction test. The well tester may include an inlet 120, the
separator 200, a liquid line 125, a gas line 130, an outlet
135, a bypass 140, level controller 145, and a data re-
corder 150. Alternatively, the separator 1 may be used
instead of the separator 200.
[0026] The inlet 120 may include a hose, a conduit, an
open/close valve, and a reducer to transition conduit di-
ameter to the third inlet portion 5d of the separator 200.
The liquid line 125 may include a header and one or more
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legs 125a, b. Each leg 125a, b may include a flow meter
104, 110, a water cut meter 105, 111, a level control valve
106, 112, and a check valve. The gas line 130 may in-
clude a header and one or more legs 130a, b. Each leg
130a, b may include a flow meter 109, 115, a pressure
control valve 106, 112, and a check valve. Each of the
legs 125b, 130b may be greater in the diameter than
respective legs 125a, 130a and include flow meters 104,
115 having a different operating range than respective
flow meters 110, 109. In this manner, if the flow range of
a given flow meter is less than the flow range of the sep-
arator, then the legs 125a, 130a may be operated for
lower production stream 25a flow rates, legs 125b, 130b
may be operated for medium production stream flow
rates, and legs 125a, b and 130a, b may be operated for
higher production stream flow rates.
[0027] The liquid flow meters 104, 110 may be Coriolis
meters and may measure a flow rate, a density, and a
temperature of the liquid portion 251. The water cut me-
ters 105, 111 may be optical near infrared spectroscopy
meters. The gas flow meters 109, 115 may be vortex
meters and may measure a flow rate of the gas portion
25g. Each of the meters and the level control valves may
be in data communication with the data recorder 150.
The data recorder 150 may be a microprocessor based
computer and may process the measurements. The data
recorder 150 may be located on the skid, at the well-site,
or at a remote facility. The data recorder 150 may include
a display to allow an operator to view the measurements
in real time. A pressure sensor 102 and a temperature
sensor 103 may be located on the separator and in com-
munication with an upper portion of the outer tubular bore
or annulus 215a. The sensors 102, 103 may also be in
data communication with the data recorder 150.
[0028] A level sensor 101 may be in fluid communica-
tion with the level taps 255. The level sensor 101 may
be in data communication with the level controller 145.
The level controller 101 may be microprocessor based
and may include a hydraulic pump or compressor, sole-
noid valves, and an analog and/or digital user interface.
The level controller may be in hydraulic, pneumatic, or
electrical communication with the control valves 106,
107, 112, and 113. The level controller 101 may operate
the level control valves 106, 112 to maintain a predeter-
mined liquid level in the separator 200 and the pressure
control valves 107, 113 to maintain a predetermined gas
pressure in the separator (depending on which legs 125a,
b and 130a, b are being operated for a given test).
[0029] After flow measurement, the liquid portion 25l
and gas portion from the legs 125a, b and 130 a, b are
combined in the outlet 135. The outlet 135 may include
a header, an open/close valve, and a hose. The bypass
140 may include a conduit, a pressure sensor 117, and
a relief valve 116. The relief valve 116 may include an
open/close valve, a pressure controller, and an actuator.
The pressure controller may be in communication with
the pressure sensor 117 and may monitor the pressure
in the inlet 120 to determine if the inlet pressure is greater

than or equal to a predetermined set pressure, such as
the design pressure of the separator 200. If so, then the
pressure controller may operate the actuator and open
the valve, thereby bypassing the separator 200.
[0030] Alternatively, the well tester 100 may be modi-
fied for use as a production separator. In this alternative,
a gas outlet and a liquid outlet would be provided instead
of combining the gas portion 25g and the liquid portion
25l. The gas outlet may be lead to a gas sales line or to
a flare and the liquid outlet to a storage tank or sales line.
The bypass line 140 may be replaced by a pressure op-
erated relief valve located at an upper end of the sepa-
rator 200 having an outlet to a flare.
[0031] Figure 4A is a flow diagram of a drilling system
400, according to another embodiment of the present
invention. Figure 4B is a cross-section of a wellbore 470
being drilled using the drilling system 400. Aspects of
drilling system 400 are discussed in more detail in U.S.
Prov. App. No. 61/089,456 (Atty. Dock. No. WEAT/
0890L). The drilling system 400 may be deployed on land
or offshore. The drilling system may be used to drill non-
productive and/or productive formations. The drilling sys-
tem 400 may include a drilling rig (not shown) used to
support drilling operations. The drilling rig may include a
derrick supported from a support structure having a rig
floor or platform on which drilling operators may work.
Many of the components used on the rig such as a Kelly
and rotary table or top drive, power tongs, slips, draw
works and other equipment are not shown for ease of
depiction. A wellbore 470 has already been partially
drilled, casing 480 set and cemented 485 into place. The
casing string 480 may extend from the surface of the
wellbore 470 where a wellhead 440 is typically located.
Drilling fluid 495f may be injected through a drill string
490 disposed in the wellbore 470.
[0032] The drilling fluid 495f may be a mixture and may
include a first fluid which is a gas (at standard tempera-
ture and pressure (STP, 60 °F, 15.5°C, 14.7 psia 101
kPa)) and a second fluid which is a liquid (at STP). The
mixture may be heterogeneous (i.e., insoluble) or homog-
enous (i.e., a solution) and may vary in properties (i.e.,
density and/or phases) in response to temperature
and/or pressure. The liquid may be water, glycerol, gly-
col, or base oil, such as kerosene, diesel, mineral oil, fuel
oil, vegetable ester, linear alpha olefin, internal olefin,
linear paraffin, crude oil, or combinations thereof. The
gas may be any gas having an oxygen concentration less
than the oxygen concentration sufficient for combustion
(i.e., eight percent), such as nitrogen, natural gas, or car-
bon dioxide. The nitrogen may be generated at the sur-
face using a nitrogen production unit which may generate
substantially pure (i.e., greater than or equal to ninety-
five percent pure) nitrogen. Afternatively, the nitrogen
may be delivered from cryogenic bottles. The gas may
be a mixture of gases, such as exhaust gas from the rig’s
prime mover or a mixture of nitrogen, natural gas, and/or
carbon dioxide.
[0033] Alternatively, the second fluid may be a mud
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(liquid/solid mixture). The mud may be oil-based and may
have water emulsified therein (invert emulsion). The sol-
ids may include an organophilic clay, lignite, and/or as-
phalt. The base oil may be viscosified. Alternatively, the
mud may be water-based. The solids may be dissolved
in the liquid, forming a solution, such as brine. The dis-
solved solids may include metal halides, such as potas-
sium, cesium, or calcium salts or mixtures thereof; or
formates, such as cesium, sodium, potassium, lithium,
or mixtures thereof. The brine may be a mud and further
include silicates, amines, oils, such as distillated hydro-
carbons, olefins, or paraffins. The brine may further in-
clude hydration and dispersion inhibiting polymers, such
as polyanionic cellulose (PAC), partially hydrolyzed poly-
acrylamide (PHPA), partially hydrolyzed polyacylanitrile
(PH-PAN) fluids). Alternatively, the mud may be glycol
based. The glycol-based mud may include a water-mis-
cible glycol, with a molecular weight of less than about
200, a salt, an anti-sticking additive; a filtration control
agent for lowering fluid loss of the drilling fluid; a viscosi-
fier for suspension of solids and weighting material in the
drilling fluid, and weighting material. Alternatively, the
mud may be an oil in water emulsion..
[0034] Additionally, if the liquid/mud is oil or oil based,
one or more solid hydrophilic polymer prills may be added
to the drilling fluid. If water from an exposed formation
should enter the annulus, the prill will absorb the water
and swell up, thereby facilitating removal from the returns
by the solids shaker.
[0035] Injection rates of the gas portion and the liq-
uid/mud portion of the drilling fluid may be controlled to
achieve a predefined liquid volume fraction (LVF), such
as 0.01 to 0.025 at STP. Alternatively, the injection rates
may be controlled to achieve a predefined equivalent cir-
culating density (ECD) at a top of an exposed formation
or at total depth, such as 100 to 1,000 kg/m3 or 200 to
700 kg/m3. Alternatively, the injection rates may be con-
trolled to achieve a predefined ECD at a top of an exposed
formation or at total depth so that the pressure exerted
on or more exposed formations by the drilling fluid is less
than or substantially less than the pore pressure of the
exposed formation(s). Alternatively, the injection rates
may be controlled to achieve a predefined LVF at total
depth, such as greater than 0.5. Alternatively, the injec-
tion rates may be controlled so that a first flow regime
(discussed below) is maintained in a lower portion of the
annulus, such as along the BHA, and a second flow re-
gime is maintained in an upper portion of the annulus,
such as from an upper end of the BHA to at or near the
surface.
[0036] The !iquid/mud portion of the drilling fluid 495f
may be stored in a reservoir, such as one or more tanks
405 or pits. The reservoir may be in fluid communication
with one or more rig pumps 410 which pump the liq-
uid/mud portion through an outlet conduit 412. such as
pipe. The outlet pipe 412 may be in fluid communication
with a nitrogen outlet line 427 and a standpipe 428.
[0037] The gas portion of the drilling fluid 495f may be

produced by one or more nitrogen production units
(NPUs) 420. Each NPU 420 may be in fluid communica-
tion with one or more air compressors 422. The compres-
sors 422 may receive ambient air and discharge com-
pressed air to the NPUs 420. The NPUs 420 may each
include a cooler, a demister, a heater, one or more par-
ticulate filters, and one or more membranes. The mem-
branes may include hollow fibers which allow oxygen and
water vapor to permeate a wall of the fiber and conduct
nitrogen through the fiber. An oxygen probe (not shown)
may monitor and assure that the produced nitrogen
meets a predetermined purity. One or more booster com-
pressors 425 may be in fluid communication with the
NPUs 420. The boosters 425 may compress the nitrogen
exiting the NPUs 420 to achieve a predetermined injec-
tion or standpipe pressure. The boosters may be positive
displacement type, such as reciprocating or screw, or
turbomachine type, such as centrifugal.
[0038] A pressure sensor (PI), temperature sensor
(TI), and flow meter (FM) may be disposed in the nitrogen
outlet 427 and in data communication with a surface con-
troller (SC, not shown). The SC may monitor the flow rate
of the nitrogen and adjust the air compressors and/or
booster compressors to maintain a predetermined flow
rate.
[0039] The liquid/mud portion and gas portion of the
drilling fluid 495f may be commingled at the junction 435
of the outlet lines, thereby forming the drilling fluid 495f.
The drilling fluid may flow through the standpipe 428 and
into the drill string 490 via a swivel (Kelly or top drive).
The drilling fluid 495f may be pumped down through the
drill string 490 and exit the drill bit 497, where the fluid
495f may circulate the cuttings away from the bit 497 and
return the cuttings up an annulus 475 defined between
an inner surface of the casing 480 or wellbore 470 and
an outer surface of the drill string 490. The return mixture
(returns) 495r may return to the surface and be diverted
through an outlet of a rotating control device (RCD) 415
and into a primary returns line (PRL) 429.
[0040] The RCD 415 may provide an annular seal
around the drill string 490 during drilling and while adding
or removing (i.e., during a tripping operation to change
a worn bit) segments or stands to/from the drill string 490.
The RCD 415 may achieve fluid isolation by packing off
around the drill string 490. The RCD 15 may include a
pressure-containing housing mounted on the wellhead
440 where one or more packer elements are supported
between bearings and isolated by mechanical seals. The
RCD 415 may be the active type or the passive type. The
active type RCD uses external hydraulic pressure to ac-
tivate the packer elements. The sealing pressure is nor-
mally increased as the annulus pressure increases. The
passive type RCD uses a mechanical seal with the seal-
ing action activated by wellbore pressure. If the drillstring
490 is coiled tubing or segmented tubing using a mud
motor, a stripper (not shown) may be used instead of the
RCD 415. One or more blowout preventers (BOPs)
416-418 may be attached to the wellhead 40. If the RCD
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is the active type, it may be in communication with and/or
controlled by the SC. The RCD may include a bleed off
line to vent the wellbore pressure when the RCD is inac-
tive.
[0041] A TI and PI may be disposed in the PRL 429
and in data communication with the SC. A control valve
or a variable choke valve 430 may be disposed in the
PRL 429. The choke 430 may be in communication with
the SC and fortified to operate in an environment where
the returns 495r contain substantial drill cuttings and oth-
er solids. The choke 430 may be fully open or bypassed
during normal drilling and present only to allow the SC
to control backpressure exerted on the annulus 475
should a kick be occur. Alternatively, the choke 430 may
be employed during normal drilling to exert a predeter-
mined back pressure on the annulus.
[0042] The drill string 490 may include the drill bit 497
disposed on a longitudinal end thereof. The drill string
490 may be made up of joints or segments of tubulars
threaded together or coiled tubing. The drill string 490
may also include a bottom hole assembly (BHA) (not
shown) that may include the bit 497, drill collars, a mud
motor, a bent sub, measurement while drilling (MWD)
sensors, logging while drilling (LWD) sensors and/or a
check or float valve (to prevent backflow of fluid from the
annulus). The mud motor may be a positive displacement
type (i.e., a Moineau motor) or a turbomachine type (i.e.,
a mud turbine). The drill string may further include float
valves distributed therealong, such as one in every joint
or stand, to maintain the drilling fluid therein while adding
joints thereto. The drill bit 497 may be rotated from the
surface by the rotary table or top drive and/or by the mud
motor. If a bent sub and mud motor is included in the
BHA, slide drilling may be effected by only the mud motor
rotating the drill bit and rotary or straight drilling may be
effected by rotating the drill string from the surface slowly
while the mud motor rotates the drill bit Alternatively, the
drill string 490 may be a second casing string or a liner
string in which case the liner or casing string may be hung
in the wellbore and cemented after drilling.
[0043] The returns 495r may then be processed by the
separator 200. Alternatively, the separator 1 may be used
instead. The liquid outlet 210l of the separator 200 may
feed a liquid transfer pump 50. An FM may be disposed
in the liquid outlet line and in communication with the SC.
The drain 240 may collect solids and feed a solids transfer
pump 455. An outlet line from the solids transfer pump
may intersect an outlet line of the liquid transfer pump at
tee 447. The recombined liquid/mud and solids may flow
through a combined outlet to a solids shaker 460. The
separator 200 may include a level sensor (LI) in data
communication with the SC for detecting the liquid/mud
level in the separator.
[0044] The separator 200 may further include a gas
outlet 210g to a flare 445 or gas recovery line. The gas
outlet line may include a FM, PI, and TI in data commu-
nication with the SC. These sensors allow the SC to
measure the flow rate of returned gas. The gas outlet line

may further include an adjustable choke 437 in commu-
nication with the SC which may be used to control pres-
sure in the separator and/or to control back pressure ex-
erted on the annulus if erosion of the choke 430 becomes
a problem.
[0045] The solids shaker 460 may remove heavy solids
from the liquid/mud and may discharge the removed sol-
ids to a solids bin (not shown). An outlet line of the shaker
460 may lead to a first of the tanks 405. An outlet of the
first tank 405 may feed a centrifuge 465 which may re-
move fine solids from the liquid/mud and discharges the
removed fines to the bin. The solids bin may include a
load cell in data communication with the SC. An outlet
line of the centrifuge 465 may discharge the liquid/mud
into a second one of the mud tanks 405.
[0046] A bypass line may be included to provide the
option of closing the PRL and bypassing the choke 430
and the separator 200. The bypass line may lead directly
to the solids shaker 450. The bypass line may be used
to return to conventional overbalanced drilling in the
event that the wellbore becomes unstable (i.e., a kick or
an unstable formation). One or more secondary lines
(Sec. Line) may be provided to allow circulation in the
event that one or more of the BOPs 416-418 are closed.
As shown, one of the secondary lines leads to the choke
430 and one of the secondary lines includes a choke 441
which leads to the flare 445 and/or separator 200.
[0047] Stands may have to be removed or added if the
drill string 490 has to be removed or tripped to change
the drill bit 497. During adding or removing stands, the
NPUs 420 may be shut down so that only the liquid/mud
is injected through the drill string 490. The nitrogen outlet
line 427 may be vented to the separator or atmosphere
by a bleed off line (not shown). The circulation may be
continued until the annulus is filled to a predetermined
level, such as partially, substantially, or completely, with
the liquid/mud. Once the annulus is filled to the prede-
termined level, circulation may be halted by shutting the
rig pumps down. The predetermined level may be select-
ed so that the exposed formations are near-balanced or
overbalanced. If a stand is being removed, the liquid/mud
may be added via the kill line to maintain the liquid/mud
level in the annulus. This process may also be used for
adding joints to the drill pipe. Alternatively, if the density
of the liquid/mud is insufficient for overbalancing the ex-
posed formation(s), a more dense liquid/mud may be
used to overbalance the exposed formation(s). This more
dense liquid/mud may be premixed in a kill tank or may
be formed by adding weighting agents to the liquid/mud.
Alternatively, a continuous circulation system or contin-
uous flow subs may be used to maintain circulation while
adding or removing joint/stands to/from the drill string.
[0048] Various gate valves (GV), check valves (CV),
and pressure relief valves (PRV) are shown. The gate
valves may be in communication with the SC so that they
are opened or closed by the SC.
[0049] Figure 5A illustrates a drilling system 500, ac-
cording to another embodiment of the present invention.
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FIG. 5B is a flow diagram illustrating operation of a sur-
face monitoring and control unit (SMCU) 565 of the drill-
ing system 500. Aspects of drilling system 500 are dis-
cussed in more detail in U.S. Pat. App. Pub. No.
2008/0060846 (Atty. Dock. No. WEAT/0765). The drilling
system 500 may include a drilling rig and drill string, sim-
ilar to that discussed above for the drilling system 400.
[0050] The drilling system 500 may be capable of in-
jecting a multiphase drilling fluid 535f, i.e. a liquid/gas
mixture. The liquid may be oil, oil based mud, water, or
water based mud, and the gas may be nitrogen or natural
gas. Returns 535r exiting an outlet line of the RCD 515
may be measured by a mufti-phase meter (MPM) 510a.
The MPM 510a may be in communication with the SMCU
565 and may measure a pressure (or pressure and tem-
perature) at the RCD outlet and communicate the pres-
sure to the SMCU 565 in addition to component flow
rates. The returns 50r may continue through the RCD
outlet line through the choke 530a which may control
back pressure exerted on the annulus and may be in
communication with the SMCU 565. The returns 535r
may flow through the choke 530a and into the separator
200. Alternatively, the separator 1 may be used instead.
The liquid level in the separator may be monitored and
controlled by the level sensor 502 and choke 530d which
are both in communication with the SMCU 565.
[0051] The liquid and cuttings portion of the returns
535r may exit the separator 200 through the liquid outlet
and through the choke 530d disposed in the liquid outlet.
The liquid and cuttings may continue through the liquid
line to shakers 520 which may remove the cuttings and
into a mud reservoir or tank 520. The liquid portion of the
returns 535r may then be recycled as drilling fluid 535f.
Liquid drilling fluid may be pumped from the mud tank
520 by a charge pump 521 into an inlet line of a mul-
ti-phase pump (MPP) 525.
[0052] The gas portion of the returns 535r may exit the
separator 200 through the gas outlet. The gas outlet line
may split into two branches. A first branch may lead to
an inlet line of the MPP 525 so that the gas portion of the
returns 535r may be recycled. The second branch may
lead to a gas recovery system or flare 540 to dispose or
recover excess gas produced in the wellbore. Flow may
be distributed between the two branches using chokes
530b, c which may both be in communication with the
SMCU 565. The first branch of the gas outlet line and an
outlet line of the mud tank 520 may join to form the inlet
line of the MPP 525. The SMCU 565 may control the
amount of gas entering the MPP inlet line, thereby con-
trolling the density of the drilling fluid mixture 535f, to
maintain a desired annulus pressure profile. The drilling
fluid mixture 50f may exit the MPP 525 and flow through
an MPM 510b which may be in communication with the
SMCU 565.
[0053] A continuous flow sub (CFS) or continuous cir-
culation system (CCS) 527 may maintain circulation and
thus annulus pressure control during tripping of the drill
string. A suitable CFS is discussed and illustrated in U.S.

Pat. No. 12/180,121 (Atty. Dock. No. WEAT/0836). The
CFS may be assembled with every joint or stand of the
drill string. The CFS may include a tubular housing, a
float valve disposed in the housing, a side port formed
through a wall of the housing, and a removable plug dis-
posed in the side port. The CFS may include an auto-
mated or semi-automated clamp which may engage the
CFS, remove the plug, and provide circulation through
the side port while making up or breaking out joints of
drill pipe. The clamp may then replace the plug and drill-
ing or tripping may continue.
[0054] A downhole deployment valve (DDV) 550 may
be disposed in the casing near a bottom thereof. One or
more casing pressure sensors 551a, b may be integrated
with the DDV. A cable may be disposed along or within
the casing string and provide communication between
the DDV and the SMCU. The drill string may include a
BHA disposed near the bit. The BHA may include a pres-
sure sensor 552 and a wireless 553 (i.e., EM or mud
pulse) telemetry sub or a cable extending through or
along the drill pipe for providing communication between
the pressure sensor and the SMCU.
[0055] In operation, the SMCU may input conventional
drilling parameters 555, such as rig pump flow rate (from
the flow meter FM), stand pipe pressure (SPP), well head
pressure (WHP), torque exerted by the top drive (or rotary
table), bit depth and/or hole depth, the rotational velocity
of the drill string, and the upward force that the rig works
exert on the drill string (hook load). The drilling parame-
ters 555 may also include mud density, drill string dimen-
sions, and casing dimensions.
[0056] Simultaneously, the SMCU 565 may input a
pressure measurement 554 from the casing pressure
sensor 551a, b. The communication between the SMCU
and the drilling parameters sources and the casing sen-
sor may be high bandwidth and at light speed. From at
least some of the drilling parameters, the SMCU may
calculate an annulus flow model or pressure profile 570.
The SMCU may then calibrate the annulus flow model
using at least one of: the casing pressure measurement,
the SPP measurement, and the WHP measurement 575.
Using the calibrated annulus flow model, the SMCU may
determine an annulus pressure at a desired depth, such
as bottomhole 580.
[0057] The SMCU 565 may compare the calculated
annulus pressure to one or more formation threshold
pressures (i.e., pore pressure or fracture pressure) to
determine if a setting of the choke valve 530a needs to
be adjusted 585. Alternatively, the SMCU may instead
alter the injection rate of drilling fluid and/or alter the den-
sity of the drilling fluid. Alternatively, the SMCU may de-
termine if the calculated annulus pressure is within a win-
dow defined by two of the threshold pressures. If the
choke setting needs to be adjusted, the SMCU may de-
termine a choke setting that maintains the calculated an-
nulus pressure within a desired operating window or at
a desired level (i.e., greater than or equal to) with respect
to the one or more threshold pressures at the desired
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depth. The SMCU may then send a control signal to the
choke valve to vary the choke so that the calculated an-
nulus pressure is maintained according to the desired
program 590. The SMCU may iterate this process con-
tinuously (i.e., in real time). This is advantageous in that
sudden formation changes or events (i.e., a kick) can be
immediately detected and compensated for (i.e., by in-
creasing the backpressure exerted on the annulus by the
choke).
[0058] The controller may also input a BHP from the
BHA sensor 553. Since this measurement may be trans-
mitted using wireless telemetry, the measurement may
be not available in real time. However, the BHP meas-
urement may still be valuable especially as the distance
between the casing sensor and the BH becomes signif-
icant. Since the desired depth may be below the casing
sensor, the controller may extrapolate the calibrated flow
model to calculate the desired depth. Regularly calibrat-
ing the annular flow model with the BHP may thus im-
prove the accuracy of the annulus flow model.
[0059] During adding or removing joints or stands
to/from the drill string, the SMCU may also maintain the
calculated annulus pressure with respect to the formation
threshold pressure or window 560 using a continuous
circulation system (CCS), a continuous flow sub (CFS)
or back pressure (BP) using one or more of the chokes
530a-d.
[0060] Figure 6 is a process flow diagram of a produc-
tion process system 600, according to another embodi-
ment of the present invention. The production process
system 600 may include one or more pressure control
valves 615, 625h, i; one or more separators, such as a
high pressure separator 200h and a low pressure sepa-
rator 200i; one or more gas flow meters 630h, l; and a
storage tank 610. Alternatively, the separator 1 may be
used instead for each of the high and low pressure sep-
arators.. High pressure production fluid, such as crude
oil and/or natural gas, may flow from a wellhead 605 into
the high-pressure separator 200h where the initial sep-
aration of the high pressure gas stream and produced
well liquids may occur.
[0061] From the high-pressure separator, the gas may
flow through the pressure control valve 625h and the flow
meter 630h to a sales gas line. The liquid from the
high-pressure separator 200h passes through the level
control valve 620h where the pressure may be reduced
and may continue to the low-pressure separator 200l. A
second separation may occur between the liquids and
the lighter hydrocarbons in the liquids. The gas may be
released from the low-pressure separator 200l through
the pressure control valve 625l and the flow meter 6301
to a sales gas line. From the low-pressure flash separator
the liquid may be discharged though another level control
valve 620l into the storage tank 610.
[0062] Additionally, the production fluid may be heated
prior to choking through the pressure control valve 615.
Heating of the production fluid may be done to prevent
the formation of hydrates in the pressure control valve

615 or in one of the separators or sales lines. The low
pressure gas discharged from the separator 200l may be
used for both instrument and fuel gas for the heater and
only excess gas may be discharged to the sales line.
Additionally, a portion of the gas from the high-pressure
separator may provide additional makeup gas for the in-
strument gas and fuel gas, if not enough gas was re-
leased from the low-pressure separator. Further the gas
streams from one or both of the separators may be used
for other utility purposes, such as fuel for compressor
engines or other fired equipment on the well-site, such
as reboilers, dehydrators, or acid gas sweetening units.
[0063] Additionally, one or more of the separators may
200 h, i be three-phase separators to remove free water
from the production stream. Additionally, a demulsifier or
treater may receive the liquid from the low pressure sep-
arator 620l to remove emulsified water from the produc-
tion stream prior to storage in the tank. Atternatively, the
tank outlet may lead to the demulsifier or treater.
[0064] Alternatively, the production fluid may be meth-
ane and water from a coal bed wellhead.
[0065] Figure 7 is a side view of a centrifugal separator
700, according to another embodiment of the present
invention. Figure 7A is a plan view of the separator 700.
The separator 700 may include an inlet 705, a gas outlet
710g, a liquid outlet 710l, an outer tubular 715o, an inner
tubular 715i, a support 720, one or more liquid film break-
ers 725i, longitudinal caps 730, 735, a drain 740, and a
mist extractor 745. Even though only the second inlet
portion 705 is shown, the inlet 705 may further include
the first inlet portion 5a and the nozzle 5b. The separator
700 may be similar to the separators 1, 200 in basic form
and operation so only differences are discussed below.
The separator 700 may be used in any of the systems
300-600, discussed above, instead of the separator 200.
[0066] The inner tubular 715i may be eccentrically dis-
posed within the outer tubular 715o. The inner tubular
715i may be radially disposed proximate to or on the inner
surface of the outer tubular 715. A center of the inner
tubular 715i may also be longitudinally offset relative to
a center of the outer tubular so that the inner tubular 715i
is substantially disposed within an upper half of the outer
tubular 715o. The liquid outlet 710l may also be eccen-
trically disposed within the outer tubular 715o and may
be radially distal from the inner tubular 715i. A diameter
of the inner tubular 15i may range from one-tenth to two-
fifths of a diameter of the outer tubular 15o. The inner
tubular 15i may extend a partial length of the outer tubular
15o, such as one-quarter to three-fifths the length of the
outer tubular 15o. The diameter of the outer tubular 15o
may range from one-quarter to three-fifths the length of
the outer tubular 15o. The inner tubular diameter may be
equal or substantially equal to the second diameter.
[0067] The separator 700 may be sized and controlled
to maintain a liquid level in the outer tubular bore. The
liquid level may be maintained between a minimum, such
as at the upper end of the cap 730 and a maximum, such
as proximately below a junction of the inlet 705 and the
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inner tubular 715i.
[0068] While the foregoing is directed to embodiments
of the present invention, other and further embodiments
of the invention may be devised without departing from
the basic scope thereof, and the scope thereof is deter-
mined by the claims that follow.

Claims

1. A separator (1), comprising:

an outer tubular (150) having ends sealed from
the environment;
an inner tubular (15i):

disposed within the outer tubular (15o),
having ends in fluid communication with a
bore of the outer tubular (15o), and
attached to the outer tubular (15o); an inlet
(5):
disposed through a wall of the outer tubular
(15o),
in fluid communication with a bore of the
inner tubular (151), and
tangentially attached to the inner tubular
(15i) so that fluid flow from the Inlet (5) to
the inner tubular (15i) is centrifugally accel-
erated;

a gas outlet (10g) in fluid communication with
the outer tubular bore; and
a liquid outlet (10l) in fluid communication with
the outer tubular bore.

2. The separator (1) of claim 1, wherein longitudinal
axes of the tubulars (15l), 15o) are vertically oriented.

3. The separator (1) of claim 1 or 2, wherein the inlet
(5) comprises a first portion (5a) tangentially at-
tached to the inner tubular (15i) and inclined at an
angle relative to the horizontal substantially less than
ninety degrees.

4. The separator (1) of claim 3, wherein the inlet (5)
further comprises:

a nozzle (5b) connected to the first portion (5a);
and
a second portion (5c) connected to the nozzle
(5b) and having a second diameter substantially
greater than a first diameter of the first portion
(5a).

5. The separator (1) or claim 4, wherein the inlet (5)
further comprises a horizontal third portion (5d) con-
nected to the second portion (5c) and having the
second diameter substantially greater than the first

portion (5a).

6. The separator (1) of any one of claims 2 to 5, further
comprising a vortex breaker (250) disposed on a low-
er end of the inner tubular (15l).

7. The separator (1) of any preceding claim, further
comprising:

a liquid film breaker (225i) disposed at or near
an upper end of the outer tubular (15o) and ex-
tending inward from an inner surface of the outer
tubular (15o); and
a liquid film breaker (225l) disposed at or near
an upper end of the inner tubular (15i) and ex-
tending inward from an inner surface of the inner
tubular (15i).

8. The separator (1) of any preceding claim, wherein a
diameter of the outer tubular (15o) is one-sixth to
two-thirds of a length of the outer tubular (15o).

9. The separator (1) of any preceding claim, wherein
the inner tubular (15i) extends a substantial length
of a length of the outer tubular (15o).

10. The separator (1) of any preceding claim, wherein a
diameter of the inner tubular (15i) is one-sixth to two-
thirds a diameter of the cuter tubular (15o).

11. The separator (1) of any preceding claim, further
comprising a liquid flow meter (104, 110) in fluid com-
munication with the liquid outlet (101) and a gas flow
meter (109, 115) in fluid communication with the gas
outlet (10g).

12. The separator (1) of any preceding claim, wherein
the inner tubular (15i) is centrally disposed within the
outer tubular (15o).

13. A method of testing a wellbore (470) using the sep-
arator (1) of any preceding claim, comprising:

separating a production stream (25) from the
wellbore (470 Into a gas portion (25g) and a liq-
uid portion (25l) using the separator (1); and
measuring a flow rate of the gas portion (25g);
and
measuring a flow rate of the liquid portion (25l).

14. A method for drilling a wellbore (470) using the sep-
arator (1) of any once of claims 1 to 12, comprising
acts of:

injecting drilling fluid (495f) through a tubular
string (490) disposed in the wellbore (470), the
tubular string (490) comprising a drill bit (497)
disposed on a bottom thereof, wherein:
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the drilling fluid (495f) is injected at the sur-
face,
the drilling fluid (495f) comprises:

a gas; and
a liquid;

the drilling fluid (495f) exits the drill bit (497)
and carries cuttings from the drill bit (497),
and
the drilling fluid and cuttings (returns) flow
to the surface via an annulus defined by an
outer surface of the tubular string and an
inner surface of the wellbore (470);

rotating the drill bit (497); and
separating at least the gas from the returns
(495r) using the separator (1).

15. A method for producing a wellbore (470) using high
and low pressure separators (200h, 200l) of any one
of claims 1 to 12, comprising acts of:

separating a production stream (25) from the
wellbore (470) into a gas portion (25g) and a
liquid portion (25l) using the high pressure sep-
arator (200h)
discharging the liquid portion (25l) into the low
pressure separator (1); and
separating the liquid portion (25l) Into a second
gas portion and a second liquid portion using
the low pressure separator (200l)

Patentansprüche

1. Trennvorrichtung (1), die Folgendes umfasst:

einen äußeren Rohrabschnitt (15o), der gegen-
über der Umgebung abgedichtete Enden hat,
einen inneren Rohrabschnitt (15i),
der innerhalb des äußeren Rohrabschnitts (15o)
angeordnet ist,
der Enden in Fluidverbindung mit einer Bohrung
des äußeren Rohrabschnitts (15o) hat,
und,
befestigt an dem äußeren Rohrabschnitt (15o),
einen Einlass (5),
der durch eine Wand des äußeren Rohrab-
schnitts (15o) angeordnet ist,
in Fluidverbindung mit einer Bohrung des inne-
ren Rohrabschnitts (15i) und
tangential an dem inneren Rohrabschnitt (15i)
befestigt, so dass ein Fluidstrom von dem Ein-
lass (5) zu dem inneren Rohrabschnitt (15i) zen-
trifugal beschleunigt wird,
einen Gasauslass (10g) in Fluidverbindung mit
der Bohrung des äußeren Rohrabschnitts und

einen Flüssigkeitsauslass (101) in Fluidverbin-
dung mit der Bohrung des äußeren Rohrab-
schnitts.

2. Trennvorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Längsachsen der Rohrabschnitte (15i, 15o) vertikal
ausgerichtet sind.

3. Trennvorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei
der Einlass (5) einen ersten Abschnitt (5a) umfasst,
der tangential an dem inneren Rohrabschnitt (15i)
befestigt und in einem Winkel im Verhältnis zu der
Horizontalen geneigt ist, der im Wesentlichen gerin-
ger als neunzig Grad ist.

4. Trennvorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 3, wobei der
Einlass (5) ferner Folgendes umfasst:

eine Düse (5b), die mit dem ersten Abschnitt
(5a) verbunden ist, und
einen zweiten Abschnitt (5c), der mit der Düse
(5b) verbunden ist und einen zweiten Durch-
messer hat, der im Wesentlichen größer ist als
ein erster Durchmesser des ersten Abschnitts
(5a).

5. Trennvorrichtung (1) nach Anspruch 4, wobei der
Einlass (5) ferner einen horizontalen dritten Ab-
schnitt (5d) umfasst, der mit dem zweiten Abschnitt
(5c) verbunden ist und den zweiten Durchmesser
hat, der im Wesentlichen größer ist als derjenige des
ersten Abschnitts (5a).

6. Trennvorrichtung (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 2
bis 5, die ferner einen Wirbelbrecher (250) umfasst,
der an einem unteren Ende des inneren Rohrab-
schnitts (15i) angeordnet ist.

7. Trennvorrichtung (1) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, die ferner Folgendes umfasst:

einen Flüssigkeitsfilmbrecher (225i), der an
oder nahe einem oberen Ende des äußeren
Rohrabschnitts (15o) angeordnet ist und sich
von einer Innenfläche des äußeren Rohrab-
schnitts (15o) aus nach innen erstreckt, und
einen Flüssigkeitsfilmbrecher (225i), der an
oder nahe einem oberen Ende des inneren
Rohrabschnitts (15i) angeordnet ist und sich von
einer Innenfläche des inneren Rohrabschnitts
(15i) aus nach innen erstreckt.

8. Trennvorrichtung (1) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei ein Durchmesser des äuße-
ren Rohrabschnitts (15o) ein Sechstel bis zwei Drittel
einer Länge des äußeren Rohrabschnitts (15o) be-
trägt.
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9. Trennvorrichtung (1) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei sich der innere Rohrabschnitt
(15i) über eine beträchtliche Länge einer Länge des
äußeren Rohrabschnitts (15o) erstreckt.

10. Trennvorrichtung (1) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei ein Durchmesser des inneren
Rohrabschnitts (15i) ein Sechstel bis zwei Drittel ei-
nes Durchmessers des äußeren Rohrabschnitts
(15o) beträgt.

11. Trennvorrichtung (1) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, die ferner ein Flüssigkeitsdurch-
fluss-Messgerät (104, 110) in Fluidverbindung mit
dem Flüssigkeitsauslass (101) und ein Gasdurch-
fluss-Messgerät (109, 115) in Fluidverbindung mit
dem Gasauslass (10g) umfasst.

12. Trennvorrichtung (1) nach einem der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei der innere Rohrabschnitt
(15i) mittig innerhalb des äußeren Rohrabschnitts
(15o) angeordnet ist.

13. Verfahren zum Testen eines Bohrlochs (470) unter
Verwendung der Trennvorrichtung (1) nach einem
der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Verfah-
ren Folgendes umfasst:

das Trennen eines Förderstroms (25) aus dem
Bohrloch (470) in einen Gasanteil (25g) und ei-
nen Flüssigkeitsanteil (251) unter Verwendung
der Trennvorrichtung (1) und
das Messen einer Durchflussgeschwindigkeit
des Gasanteils (25g) und
das Messen einer Durchflussgeschwindigkeit
des Flüssigkeitsanteils (251).

14. Verfahren zum Bohren eines Bohrlochs (470) unter
Verwendung der Trennvorrichtung (1) nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 12, wobei das Verfahren die
folgenden Schritte umfasst:

das Einpressen von Spülschlamm (495f) durch
einen in dem Bohrloch (470) angeordneten
Rohrstrang (490), wobei der Rohrstrang (490)
einen an einem unteren Ende desselben ange-
ordneten Bohrmeißel (497) umfasst, wobei
der Spülschlamm (495f) an der Oberfläche ein-
gepresst wird,
der Spülschlamm (495f) Folgendes umfasst:

ein Gas und
eine Flüssigkeit,
wobei der Spülschlamm (495f) aus dem
Bohrmeißel (497) austritt und Bohrgut aus
dem Bohrmeißel (497) befördert und
wobei der Spülschlamm und das Bohrgut
(das Rückgut) über einen Ringspalt, der

durch eine Außenfläche des Rohrstrangs
und eine Innenfläche des Bohrlochs (470)
definiert wird, zur Oberfläche strömen,
das Drehen des Bohrmeißels (497) und
das Trennen wenigstens des Gases von
dem Rückgut (495r) unter Verwendung der
Trennvorrichtung (1).

15. Verfahren zum Fördern eines Bohrlochs (470) unter
Verwendung von Hoch- und Niederdruck-Trennvor-
richtungen (200h, 2001) nach einem der Ansprüche
1 bis 12, wobei das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte
umfasst:

das Trennen eines Förderstroms (25) aus dem
Bohrloch (470) in einen Gasanteil (25g) und ei-
nen Flüssigkeitsanteil (251) unter Verwendung
der Hochdruck-Trennvorrichtung (200h),
das Abgeben des Flüssigkeitsanteils (251) in die
Niederdruck-Trennvorrichtung (2001) und
das Trennen des Flüssigkeitsanteils (251) in ei-
nen zweiten Gasanteil und einen zweiten Flüs-
sigkeitsanteil unter Verwendung der Nieder-
druck-Trennvorrichtung (2001).

Revendications

1. Séparateur (1), comprenant :

un élément tubulaire externe (15o), comportant
des extrémités fermées de manière étanche par
rapport à l’environnement ;
un élément tubulaire interne (15i) :

agencé dans l’élément tubulaire externe
(15o) ;
comportant des extrémités en communica-
tion de fluide avec un alésage de l’élément
tubulaire externe (15o) ; et
fixé sur l’élément tubulaire externe (15o)
une entrée (5) :

agencée à travers une paroi de l’élément tubu-
laire externe (15o)
en communication de fluide avec un alésage de
l’élément tubulaire interne (15i) ;
fixée de manière tangentielle sur l’élément tu-
bulaire interne (15i), de sorte que l’écoulement
de fluide de l’entrée (5) vers l’élément tubulaire
interne (15i) est accéléré de manière
centrifuge ;
une sortie du gaz (10g), en communication de
fluide avec l’alésage de l’élément tubulaire
externe ; et
une sortie du liquide (101), en communication
de fluide avec l’alésage de l’élément tubulaire
externe.
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2. Séparateur (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
les axes longitudinaux des éléments tubulaires (15i,
15o) sont orientés verticalement.

3. Séparateur (1) selon les revendications 1 ou 2, dans
lequel l’entrée (5) comprend une première partie
(5a), fixée de manière tangentielle sur l’élément tu-
bulaire interne (15i) et inclinée à un angle par rapport
à l’horizontale notablement inférieur à quatre-vingt-
dix degrés.

4. Séparateur (1) selon la revendication 3, dans lequel
l’entrée (5) comprend en outre :

une buse (5b), connectée à la première partie
(5a) ; et
une deuxième partie (5c), connectée à la buse
(5b) et ayant un deuxième diamètre notable-
ment supérieur à un premier diamètre de la pre-
mière partie (5a).

5. Séparateur (1) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel
l’entrée (5) comprend en outre une troisième partie
horizontale (5d), connectée à la deuxième partie (5c)
et ayant le deuxième diamètre notablement supé-
rieur à celui de la première partie (5a).

6. Séparateur (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 2 à 5, comprenant en outre un déflecteur
anti-tourbillon (250), agencé sur une extrémité infé-
rieure de l’élément tubulaire interne (15i).

7. Séparateur (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, comprenant en outre :

un déflecteur de film liquide (225i), agencé au
niveau d’une extrémité supérieure de l’élément
tubulaire externe (15o) ou près de celle-ci, et
s’étendant vers l’intérieur à partir d’une surface
interne de l’élément tubulaire externe (15o) ; et
un déflecteur de film liquide (225i), agencé au
niveau d’une extrémité supérieure de l’élément
tubulaire interne (15i), et s’étendant vers l’inté-
rieur à partir d’une surface interne de l’élément
tubulaire interne (15i).

8. Séparateur (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel un diamètre de
l’élément tubulaire externe (15o) représente un
sixième à deux tiers d’une longueur de l’élément tu-
bulaire externe (15o).

9. Séparateur (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel l’élément tubulaire
interne (15i) s’étend sur une longueur notable d’une
longueur de l’élément tubulaire externe (15o).

10. Séparateur (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-

cations précédentes, dans lequel un diamètre de
l’élément tubulaire interne (15i) représente un sixiè-
me à deux tiers d’un diamètre de l’élément tubulaire
externe (15o).

11. Séparateur (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, comprenant en outre un débit-
mètre de liquide (104, 110), en communication de
fluide avec la sortie du liquide (101) et un débitmètre
de gaz (109, 115), en communication de fluide avec
la sortie du gaz (10g).

12. Séparateur (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel l’élément tubulaire
interne (15i) est agencé de manière centrale dans
l’élément tubulaire externe (15o).

13. Procédé de contrôle d’un puits de forage (470), uti-
lisant un séparateur (1) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications précédentes, comprenant les étapes
ci-dessous :

séparation d’un courant de production (25) pro-
venant du puits de forage (470) en une partie
de gaz (25g) et une partie de liquide (251) par
l’intermédiaire du séparateur (1) ; et
mesure d’un débit de la partie de gaz (25g) ; et
mesure d’un débit de la partie de liquide (251).

14. Procédé de forage d’un puits de forage (470), utili-
sant le séparateur (1) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 12, comprenant les étapes ci-
dessous :

injection de fluide de forage (495f) à travers un
train de tubes (490) agencé dans le puits de fo-
rage (470), le train de tubes (490) comprenant
un trépan de forage (497) agencé sur sa partie
inférieure ; dans lequel :

le fluide de forage (495f) est injecté au ni-
veau de la surface ;
le fluide de forage (495f) comprend :

un gaz ; et
un liquide ;
le fluide de forage (495f) sortant du trépan de
forage (497) et transférant les déblais du trépan
de forage (497) ; et
le fluide de forage et les déblais (retour du fluide
de circulation) s’écoulant vers la surface à tra-
vers un espace annulaire défini par une surface
externe du train de tubes et une surface interne
du puits de forage (470) ;
rotation du trépan de forage (497) ; et
séparation d’au moins le gaz du retour du fluide
de circulation (495r) par l’intermédiaire du sé-
parateur (1).
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15. Procédé de production d’un puits de forage (470),
utilisant des séparateurs haute pression et basse
pression (200h, 2001) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 12, comprenant les étapes ci-
dessous :

séparation d’un courant de production (25) pro-
venant du puits de forage (470) en une partie
de gaz (25g) et une partie de liquide (251) par
l’intermédiaire du séparateur haute pression
(200h) ;
décharge de la partie de liquide (251) dans le
séparateur basse pression (2001) ; et
séparation de la partie de liquide (251) en une
deuxième partie de gaz et une deuxième partie
de liquide par l’intermédiaire du séparateur bas-
se pression (2001).
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